The injection of a fluid into a material causes a spatiotemporal pattern to form along the injection front. This process is relevant in the case of oil recovery from soil. When the replaced material is a viscous fluid, it forms a finger-like pattern, known as viscous fingering. Interestingly, most replaced materials are, in reality, viscoelastic, i.e., they behave as an elastic solid over short timescales but flow as a viscous liquid over longer timescales. Therefore, it is important to study the scenario in which the replaced material is a viscoelastic fluid. In this study, we observe the appearance of delamination-induced fingering when an incompressible organic fluid is injected into an oleophilic Hele-Shaw cell filled with an aqueous viscoelastic fluid composed of a wormlike micellar solution. We find a transition in the injection pattern: during the injection, the thick fingering pattern of the interface near the inlet changes to thin fingers with a characteristic size of four times the cell thickness. We examine the material properties, and conclude that the fingering pattern observed at later times is caused by the delamination of viscoelastic fluid from the substrate. Our result shows that the effect of interfacial energy in the existing solid layer should be considered in the injection process, such as oil recovery process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Improvements in the process of oil recovery have strong positive social impacts, as they lead to increased extraction from existing oil shells [1] . In the oil recovery process, viscous fluids are often injected into the soil to replace the crude oil being extracted. Physically, this process can be modeled in two opposite manners. On the one hand, the replaced material can be considered as a viscous fluid. Thus, the process is modeled as the injection of fluid into another viscous fluid. As an experimental model for this case, systems exhibiting viscous fingering have been extensively studied [2, 3] : a fluid is injected into a thin cell (called a Hele-Shaw cell) filled with more viscous fluid. Recent studies on viscous fingering adopts the chemical reactions [4] [5] [6] or miscibility of the fluid [7, 8] . On the other hand, the replaced material can be considered as an elastic solid. Here, the process is modeled by the injection of fluid into an elastic solid; this is a fracture formation process, resulting in a so-called hydraulic fracture [9, 10] . In this context, the injection of a fluid into a gel has been studied using an agarose gel as the injected material [11] .
Viscous liquids and elastic solids are useful, yet only provide an approximation; i.e., actual materials, including crude oil, have an elastic as well as viscous nature. In fact, many materials have the properties of both a viscous liquid and an elastic solid, i.e., viscoelasticity. To grasp the impact of viscoelasticity on the macroscopic * ysumino@rs.tus.ac.jp dynamics is not only theoretically interesting, but also important from the viewpoint of the manufacturing industry, including cosmetics and foods. The above situation is also relevant in geophysical terms. Recent studies on earthquakes, as well as slow earthquakes [12] , have found that the migration of water (a viscous liquid) in a subducting mantle (a viscoelastic material) provide a strong impact that can trigger earthquakes [13] [14] [15] .
For the above situation, it is relevant to investigate systems in which a viscous fluid is injected into a simple viscoelastic fluid. As an ideal viscoelastic fluid, we consider a wormlike micellar solution, which is composed of an aqueous solution of cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) and sodium salicylate (NaSal). The solution is highly viscous and elastic, even with only a few percent (by weight) of additional chemical to water. For this reason, this mixture is often used to increase the viscosity of fluid to suppress the dissipation caused by turbulence. It is also known that this wormlike micellar solution behaves as an ideal Maxwellian fluid with a single relaxation time [16, 17] . Therefore, this fluid has been used to investigate the transition of flow behavior due to material viscoelasticity around a circular pillar [18] or in coating flows [19] .
In this paper, we describe the results from an experimental study under the geometry of Hele-Shaw cells. An incompressible viscous fluid is injected into a Hele-Shaw cell filled with a wormlike micellar solution. The injection speed is varied as a parameter, and the spatiotemporal dynamics of the injection patterns are observed. We find that the fingering pattern is different from ordinary viscous fingering, and is characterized by the distance between the advancing finger fronts. Based on the observed dynamics, as well as the material relaxation time, we further conclude that the fingering represents the delamination of the viscoelastic fluid from the substrate.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
The experimental system was a thin horizontal cell (Hele-Shaw cell) with a gap width of h = 0.5 mm. The cell was made using a polystyrene Petri dish (166058, Thermo Fisher Scientific) as the lower plate and an acrylic plate (Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd.) as the upper plate ( Fig. 1(a) ).
The cell was initially filled with a viscoelastic fluid (the outer fluid). An incompressible viscous fluid (the inner fluid) was then injected from the center of the Hele-Shaw cell ( Fig. 1(b) ). The outer fluid was an aqueous solution of CTAB (Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.) and NaSal (Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd.). This aqueous mixture is known to form a wormlike micellar solution and behave as a Maxwellian viscoelastic fluid with a single relaxation time [16, 17, [20] [21] [22] . As the inner fluid, we used tetradecane colored with oil red for visualization (both purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd.).
The outer fluid consisted of 100 mmol/L CTAB and 100 mmol/L NaSal, dissolved in pure water that had been purified using the Millipore Milli-Q system. The CTAB and NaSal were mixed into the water while the temperature was kept at 70-80
• C [23] . The rheology of the outer fluid was measured from its oscillatory shear using a rheometer (MARSIII, Thermo Fisher Scientific HAAKE). The storage modulus G ′ and loss modulus G ′′ are shown in Fig. 2 . We estimated the shear modulus G and the relaxation time τ by fitting the data to the equation
; as a result, G = 13.14 Pa and τ = 8.096 s.
The Hele-Shaw cell was filled with approximately 10 mL of the outer fluid and stored for 24 h before the experiment. The inner fluid was then injected from the center of the upper plate ( Fig. 1(b) ). To prevent the inner fluid leaking from the inlet, a Luer fitting (ISIS Co., Ltd.) was fixed at the center of the upper plate. A syringe pump (CXF1010; ISIS Co., Ltd.) was used to inject the inner fluid at a fixed injection rate Q. The injection was conducted using a stepping motor to guarantee the accuracy of Q. We used a glass syringe (Tsubasa Industry Co., Ltd.) and a nylon tube (Nihon Pisco Co., Ltd.; diameter 2.5 mm) to ensure the high compliance of the injection environment and the fixed Q during the injection. Q was varied from 0.1-9.0 mL/min. The pattern dynamics were recorded from the bottom of the cell using a digital video camera and analyzed using the Image J software [24] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 3 , we present snapshots of typical fingering patterns observed with Q = 0.1, 1.0, 3.0, and 6.0 mL/min. When Q = 0.1 mL/min, we observed several fingers whose widths remained unchanged during the injection. When Q ≥ 1.0 mL/min, however, we observed a transition in the fingering pattern. When the inner fluid appeared near the inlet, thick fingers initially grew around the inlet. Thin fingers then appeared in the outer region. These thin fingers appear to be similar to those observed for the case Q = 0.1 mL/min.
Note that such a transition is specific to our system. In the case of ordinary viscous fingering [25, 26] , an initial circular front starts to exhibit instability; fingers whose size is determined from the most unstable mode then grow. The most unstable mode is characterized by [27] 
Here, h, γ, and V denote the cell gap, interfacial tension, and velocity of the interface, respectively. In other words, the transition in the finger size, as observed in our system, does not occur. Thus, we can infer that the transition in the fingering pattern is peculiar to viscoelastic fluids.
To quantify the characteristics of the transition, we analyzed the fingering pattern images. In Fig. 4(a) , we present snapshots of the injection dynamics with Q = 9.0 ml/min. The transition in the fingering pattern can be observed in Fig. 4(a-ii) . We computed the apparent area S of the inner fluid (Fig. 4(b) and its time evolution dS/dt, as shown in Fig. 4(c) . Up to Fig. 4(a-ii) , thick fingers can be observed and dS/dt produces a transient oscillation. This reflects the injection of the inner fluid requiring a relatively high pressure to push the viscoelastic fluid situated in the outer part of the cell. Thus, the injection rate observed in the cell fluctuates, even though we used a constant injection rate at the syringe pump that was strictly controlled by a stepping motor. This suggests that the pressure of the inner fluid is high during this initial stage, as both the tube and syringe had finite compliance. After Fig. 4(a-ii) , thin fingers can be observed during the injection, and dS/dt steadily decreases. From this, we can infer that the increased pressure in the tube gradually relaxed with time. In the following analysis, we analyze the thin fingering pattern observed in the latter period and neglect the initial violent transient dynamics. The thin fingering is indeed characteristic to our system, as discussed later.
To further characterize the pattern of the thin fingers, we focus our attention on the dynamics of the front of the advancing fingers. For this, we took the temporal difference of the images separated by ∆t, where ∆t was set to 0.4 s for Q=3-9 mL/min and 0.8 s for Q = 1 mL/min. In this way, we extracted snapshots of the advancing fronts from sequential images. We obtained the statistics of the velocity of all fingers, we calculated the typical repeat distance of the advancing fingers using the distance λ between nearest-neighbor pairs of advancing fingers ( Fig. 5(a) ).
The normalized distributions of velocity for active fingers f under Q = 1.0-9.0 mL/min are shown in Fig. 5(b) . The distribution of the velocity of the advancing fingers was almost identical for Q = 3.0-9.0 mL/min, with a peak appearing at 0.17 mm/s. The shape of the distribution is significantly different in the case of Q = 1.0 mL/min, where the peak appears at 0.06 mm/s.
The normalized distribution of distance φ for Q = 1.0-9.0 mL/min is shown in Fig. 6 . As in the case of Fig. 5(b) , the distribution remains almost identical for Q = 3.0-9.0 mL/min, with a peak at 2 mm. The distribution for Q = 1.0 mL/min also displays a peak, but the position has shifted to a longer distance of 3 mm.
As shown in Eq. 1, the typical distance λ in the case of viscous fingering depends on the capillary number C a = ηV /γ and the cell gap h. For a Maxwellian fluid with a single relaxation time, η can be described using Gτ , where G and τ are the shear modulus and relaxation time, respectively. Thus,
Our rheometer measurements showed that G = 13.14 Pa and τ = 8.069 s. In the case of Q= 3.0-9.0 mL/min, we gained a similar velocity distribution for the finger, with a peak at 0.15 mm/s. Using this value, we obtain λ ≃ 0.12 mm for Q = 3.0-9.0 mL/min. In contrast, the distance obtained in the actual experiments was 2 mm for Q = 3.0-9.0 mL/min [28] . Thus, the characteristic distance of the observed pattern was approximately 10 times larger than the estimated theoretical value. Our simple estimation of the material properties indicates that the observed viscoelastic fingering is different from ordinary viscous fingering. The Deborah number (D e ) is defined as the ratio of viscoelastic relaxation time τ re to the characteristic time of the system τ ch [29] : When D e is greater than 1, the outer fluid behaves as a solid; otherwise, the outer fluid behaves as a liquid. In the present system, the characteristic time of the system is τ ch = h/V . When Q = 3.0-9.0 ml/min, D e ≃ 1.937, so the viscoelastic fluid behaves as a solid [30] . From such considerations, the outer fluid should be considered as an elastic solid when Q = 3.0-9.0 ml/min. Thus, we should consider the elastic nature of the material when attempting to understand the observed fingering patterns. Here, we realized that the injection of fluid into a simple elastic material could lead to delamination from the substrate. In a previous study [31] , the elastic film was adhered to a rigid substrate in the air. As the elastic film gradually adheres to the substrate, the main fraction of air that is initially present is expelled from the surface of the substrate. The rest of the air, as a result, produces a fingering pattern with a typical distance of
where h corresponds to the thickness of the elastic layer [31] . In the present case, oil is injected between the viscoelastic material and the rigid substrate. The gap width corresponds to the thickness of the outer fluid, i.e., h = 0.5 mm. The repeat distance should then be λ c = 2.0 mm, which is almost identical to the peak in Fig. 6 for Q = 3.0-9.0 ml/min.
To confirm that the present fingering dynamics are caused by delamination from the substrate, we conducted an additional experiment by changing the surface condition using a fluorocarbon surface modifier. We used Fluorosurf (FS-1090J-2.0, Fluoro Technology) to modify the surface conditions of the cell. The cell was coated twice with the surface modifier.
For the comparison, we considered three scenarios: the surface modifier applied only on the upper surface, applied only on the bottom surface, and applied on both surfaces of the cell (Fig. 6(b)-(d) ). The effect of the surface modification is apparent in Fig. 6(c) and (d) , indicating that the delamination of the outer fluid occurs at the bottom surface of the cell, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Furthermore, the patterns observed following this surface modification exhibit thicker fingers, similar to those often observed at the initial stages of injection. It seems that the inner fluid tends to avoid the modified surface. Considering these results, we can interpret the appearance of thicker fingers as the result of bulk fracturing of the outer fluid, whereas the thinner fingers are caused by surface delamination of the outer fluid. As the injection begins between the upper and bottom substrates, the inner fluid is initially responsible for the bulk fracture of the outer fluid, which corresponds to thicker fingers. After the inner fluid reaches the bottom substrate, the inner fluid starts to delaminate the outer fluid from the bottom substrate, resulting in thinner fingers. In the case of the bottom surface being modified, the bottom substrate becomes less wettable by the inner fluid. As a result, the delamination process does not occur. That is, the thin fingers do not appear.
In summary, the present results show that injection of an incompressible viscous fluid into a viscoelastic fluid produces a fingering process similar to ordinary viscous fingering. In the present case, two different types of fingers appeared: one type was thick, and the other was thin. The thick fingers appear at the initial stage of the injection, and appear to correspond to the bulk fracture formation. The thin fingers appear at the later stages of the injection and correspond to the delamination process, where the finger-to-finger distance is approximately four times the cell depth. This delamination process, as well as the bulk fracture formation, is characteristic of elastic films. The Deborah number also confirms that the outer fluid should behave as an elastic solid at the observed finger velocity. Thus, our system exhibited fingering induced by the delamination process; this is different from ordinary viscous fingering, which is caused by the Saffman-Taylor instability.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, we examined the fingering pattern dynamics of viscoelastic material in a Hele-Shaw cell to simulate possible engineering environments (such as for oil recovery) and geophysical scenarios (such as water migration in a subducting plate). Our system consisted of wormlike micellar solution as an outer viscoelastic fluid situated in a cell with a gap width of 0.5 mm. We used an incompressible viscous liquid, tetradecane stained with oil red, as the inner fluid. The inner fluid was injected from the center of the cell at a fixed injection rate Q.
Upon the injection of the inner fluid, a fingering pattern appeared. We observed a transition in the fingering pattern when the injection rate was greater than Q = 1 mL/min. The transition was characterized by a change in the finger width, from thick to thin. Furthermore, calculating the Deborah number from the measured finger velocity suggests that the outer fluid should be considered as an elastic solid. The fingering behavior after the surface of the substrate had been treated shows that the thin fingers can be explained by the delamination of the outer viscoelastic fluid from the bottom surface. The thick fingers that appear at the earlier stages seem to be caused by bulk fracture formation.
These results are in vivid contrast to previous observations of viscoelastic fingering, in which the transition from viscous to elastic behavior leads to bulk fracture formation [32, 33] . In our case, the delamination of material from the substrate led to the finger formation. This difference may be triggered by the fact that we used organic (inner) and aqueous (outer) fluids. The (oleophilic) resin substrate may be another key factor. Combining these material properties, the inner fluid tends to prefer the substrate, resulting in the delamination process. The fluorine coating produces a less-oleophilic substrate surface, and suppresses the appearance of delamination.
These findings suggest that the viscoelasticity of the displaced fluid has a striking effect on the injection behavior. In particular, both delamination and fracture formation should be taken into account when considering the displacement process. Furthermore, our findings reveal that the interfacial energy of the substrate, modified by the chemical treatment, alters the fingering behavior completely. Our findings exemplify that the effect of interfacial energy in the existing solid layer should be considered in the oil recovery process or during water migration in a subducting mantle.
In future studies, it would be interesting to investigate whether the quenched disorder would change the fingering dynamics. As we mentioned, the application of our results is related to the injection of fluid into the soil, which can be considered as an inhomogeneous substrate both chemically and geometrically. For this reason, the effect of random arrangements of interfacial energy on the fingering behavior should be examined in future.
